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Quite fun little game, good dynamics, nice music, perfect for 0.99 quid I've spent on it. Would be a bit better if the hero's hitbox
was increased in size a little bit for the loot drop collection.. know what? its fun and its less than a dollar right now, so if you like
roguelites do yourself a favor and pick this one up.. I don't know, man. It's just not that great of a game.. This game is not bad.
personally i didnu00b4t like it. Feels too repetetive and slow. I canu00b4t really say that much about it because itu00b4s not that
much content in the game. I might play it again if i donu00b4t have anything to do but only for a short amount of time. if you
are considering on buying this game look at some gamplay first. 4.8/10. Quite fun little game, good dynamics, nice music,
perfect for 0.99 quid I've spent on it. Would be a bit better if the hero's hitbox was increased in size a little bit for the loot drop
collection.. Roguelikes are notoriously tricky to balance. Even the most popular ones like Binding of Isaac are wildly all over the
place, with some runs being cakewalks and others being an uphill struggle. What unites all the great ones, however, are those
moments where fortune smiles upon you and that magical crossing of luck and skill delivers you a win. Vampire of the Sands
has many of the parts to make these moments happen, and many more parts that will cruelly snatch them away. I will say
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upfront that I'm a big fan of the premise. You've been resurrected by a necromancer to descend into dungeon beneath the desert
and kill a vampire, who I guess is worse than having a practicing necromancer around. You pick one of four unfortunate
revivees, each with a dramtically different playstyle, and then begin your descent into the subterrainean sands. The first of eight
levels is desert-themed but the others stray into such territories as breweries, libraries, tech bases, and meatspace. The pixelly
foes are equally bizarre, so prepared to get murdered by smiling beer bottles and angry sculptors over and over and over. During
your journey you'll find weapons that extend your attack reach, cloaks that take hits for you, masks that give you new abilities,
scrolls, potions, wands, and more. There's also money to spend at shops, keys to open chests, and scrap to randomly craft new
gear out of. Honestly there are so many items that you'll soon find your 16-slot inventory stuffed to bursting, and you'll need all
of them to battle the denizens of the dungeon. Or you would, if you even had the remotest chance against them. I keep coming
back to the enemies because Vampire of the Sands is possibly the most vicious roguelike I've ever played, and I've played
IVAN. What you need to understand about this game is that EVERYTHING is stacked against you. All of the classes in the
game die in one hit, except for one that has literally no other advantages. Cloaks can take a hit for you but immediately break,
and there are plenty of monsters in the game that can double-tap you (or triple, or quadruple if you find other forms of
protection). Your masks that provide key bonuses break in a single hit as well. And don't expect to lean on your weapons,
because they break in less than a dozen hits and leave you with your short, delayed melee attack that most enemies can outpace.
Oh, and there's stamina too, which you can't attack or dodge without. On top of all this is the soul system, which is a counter
that counts down to your re-death. Since you're a reanimated abomination, you need souls to survive. The only way to get them
is to kill enemies or find soul stones, so a slow and methodical approach to combat and exploration is right out. There are classes
that mitigate some of these issues, but horribly handicap you in others. One character is fast but can't use potions, one has
unlimited stamina but can't use weapons, and one doesn't need souls but can't use armor. The fourth character can take multiple
hits but has no other advantages, so you still have to deal with slow movement, breaking weapons, and the countdown of death.
The end result is a game that's just too damn hard to find any fun in learning. If even one of the limiting systems were removed
(one-hit kills or the soul countdown would be my vote) the game would still be hard but manageable, but this is ridiculous. My
best runs have been ones that just bee-line for the bosses and cheese with unbalanced scrolls and masks. Most of the time I just
get swarmed the moment I step onto any level other than the first and die. You can earn coins between runs to spend on Tetris-
style runes that start you with advantages like items or new abilities, which is a good system for making overall progress. But it
still isn't enough to mitigate the absolutely punishing difficulty, especially when so many runs end too soon to earn you any coins
for runes. You only need to beat 2 of the 8 bosses to enter the final dungeon, but of all the people who have played the game
even once, only 17% have managed that feat. Think about that, 17% of people who TRIED to play the game could beat 2 bosses
in one run. This is a game for the folks who managed the never-get-hit achievements in Binding of Isaac, and no one else. And
even THOSE people are bound to be frustrated by the strange bugs that remain in the game (despite the developer's dogged
efforts, at least). In the end, Vampire of the Sands is the most disappointing kind of game, the one that has a great premise,
great style, and all the right parts, and then cranks up the difficulty to where virtually no one can enjoy it. Did you enjoy this
review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at https://goldplatedgames.com/ or on my
curation page !. Hard but rewarding. Don't let the playtime fool you, I got it in the past from itch.io. A very fun, fast game. The
practice mode is a good addition, be sure to use it before starting your real games. Pro's: - Fast - Good looking (if the artstyle is
your bag) - Rewarding - Runes!!! Con's: - Very hard monsters at times. Especially at the start.. A really tough, punishing rogue-
like, that keeps you trying and trying again. For me, the visual style is perfect. Some really nice pixel-art in this one. Gameplay
is pretty much like any other rogu-like, but in this one you can find runes, to add permenent customizeable stat boots. I had
some issues remapping the keys to a game pad on release, but the developers swooped in and squashed that bug right away. Also
a small tutorial would be helpful, but it could also be a design choice to make you figure it out yourself. I really recommend this
one, even at its regular price it would be worth a buy.. A really tough, punishing rogue-like, that keeps you trying and trying
again. For me, the visual style is perfect. Some really nice pixel-art in this one. Gameplay is pretty much like any other rogu-
like, but in this one you can find runes, to add permenent customizeable stat boots. I had some issues remapping the keys to a
game pad on release, but the developers swooped in and squashed that bug right away. Also a small tutorial would be helpful,
but it could also be a design choice to make you figure it out yourself. I really recommend this one, even at its regular price it
would be worth a buy.
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